
“Introduction to Fire Hydraulics”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Principles Of Fire Department Hydraulics

Water Tanks And Hose Capacity

Water Supply And Testing Procedures

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to learn:

 Fire Engine

 Rescue Engine

 Turntable Ladder

 Quint and Quad

 Hydraulic Platform

 Water Tenders

 Wildland fire appliances (apparatus)

 Airport Crash Tender

 Rescue Unit

 Hazardous Materials Appliances

 Logistical Support appliances

Definition/Overview:

Fire apparatus: A fire apparatus, fire engine, fire truck, or fire appliance is a vehicle

designed to assist in fighting fires, by transporting firefighters to the scene, and providing

them with access, water or other equipment. In some areas, the terms fire engine and fire

truck represent different types of fire fighting apparatus.
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Key Points:

1. Fire apparatus Types

A fire apparatus, fire engine, fire truck, or fire appliance is a vehicle designed to assist in

fighting fires, by transporting firefighters to the scene, and providing them with access, water

or other equipment. In some areas, the terms fire engine and fire truck represent different

types of fire fighting apparatus.

2.Fire Engine

The fire engine may have several methods of pumping the water to the fire. The most

common method is to pass water through hoses to the fire, from an array of valves. The

vehicle may also have a fixed pumping "cannon" (called a fire monitor or deluge), which can

direct the water as pointed by the operator. The horizontal and vertical range of the monitor

arrangement usually is limited and appropriate only for specific tasks, such as airport fires.

Monitors have been used as water cannons for crowd control.

A fire engine may have an on-board water reservoir, allowing it to fight a fire

immediately upon arrival, or may be completely reliant on external sources, such as fire

hydrants, water tender, river or reservoir, by using draft water suction.

A development is the use of an impulse fire-extinguishing system (IFEX), in which the

water is highly pressurised into a vaporous mist, creating a cooling effect that is more

efficient than that of water alone. A modern fire engine is usually a multi-purpose vehicle

carrying professionals and equipment for a wide range of fire-fighting and rescue tasks.

Therefore, most fire engines carry equipment such as ladders, pike poles, axes, Halligans,

fire extinguishers, and ventilating equipment. In some areas, a ladder truck may carry

these tools as well. Such a vehicle would in that case be known as a "Hook and Ladder"

truck.

The New York City Fire Department (FDNY) was the first to introduce the "squad"

concept for an engine and developed the "rescue pumper. A typical FDNY squad has a

500 U.S.gallon (1900-L) water tank and specialized rescue equipment, but carries less

hose than a standard engine. Since its introduction in New York, several other American

cities have adopted the vehicles, sometimes calling them rescue engines.
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3. Turntable ladder

The turntable ladder, also known as an aerial ladder, or sometimes abbreviated to simply TL

is the best-known form of specialized fire apparatus (sometimes known as a fire truck), and is

used to gain access to fires occurring at height, where conventional ladders carried on other

appliances might not reach.

The name is derived from the fact that the large ladder is mounted on a turntable on the back

of a truck or lorry, allowing it to pivot around a stable base, which in turn allows a much

greater ladder length to be achieved). In order to increase its length, the ladder is telescopic.

Modern turntable ladders are hydraulic or pneumatic in operation. A ladder also can be

mounted behind the cab. This is called "mid ship". This arrangement allows a shorter wheel

base for truck, and also can be more stable in some conditions. The turntable ladder units

replaced the stand alone wheel mounted long ladders which were seen on fire engines before

the widespread use of hydraulics.

While the traditional characteristic of a 'fire truck' was a lack of water pumping or storage,

many modern turntable ladders have a water pumping function to them (and some have their

own on board supply reservoir), and may have a pre-piped waterway running the length of

the ladder, to allow the firefighters at the top a stream of water. In some cases, there may also

be a monitor at the top of the ladder for ease of use. Other appliances may simply have a

trackwaywhich will hold a manually run hose reel securely, and prevent it from falling to the

ground.

Some turntable ladders may have a basket or platform (sometimes known as a bucket)

mounted at the top of the ladder, as on a hydraulic platform, and these are called tower

ladders. These can provide a secure place for a firefighter to operate equipment from, and

allow multiple people to be carried (including rescued persons).

A tiller truck, also known as a tractor drawn aerial, is a specialised turntable ladder appliance

mounted on a semi-trailer truck. It has separate steering wheels for front and rear wheels (the

steering device for the rear is sometimes a tiller rather than a true steering wheel). This truck

is often used in areas with narrow streets that prevent longer single-vehicle trucks from

entering. Some cities, including Los Angeles, California, San Francisco,California,
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Baltimore,Maryland, Seattle,Washington and New York City, New Yorkrely heavily on

them.

In some areas, the turntable ladder appliance may be termed a 'hook and ladder' vehicle, as it

will carry an array of ladders and hooks. Hooks are used most commonly for pulling drywall

or plaster walls away from framing members to expose hidden fire, and to allow access for

extinguishing the fire. Hooks can also be used for pulling siding, breaking windows, etc.

Technically, any vehicle carrying hooks and ladders could be considered a hook and ladder

vehicle.

4. Quint and Quad

In some areas, the turntable ladder may be known as a quad or quint, as it is capable of

performing multiple tasks (pump, water tank, fire hose, aerial device, and ground ladders)

with each of these functions making up one of its five (quint) or four (quad) cabilities.

5. Hydraulic platforms

A hydraulic platform, also known as articulating booms, snorkels, platform trucks or

sometimes shortened to just HP, is a specialized aerial work platform designed for

firefighting use. They have a number of functions, which follow the same principles as the

turntable ladder, providing high level access and elevated water pump positions.

Some hydraulic platforms are articulated, which allows the arm to bend in one or more

places, giving it the ability to go 'up and over' an obstacle (such as a building roof). There are

non-articulated platforms, based on standard aerial work platforms, although the most

common type is the tower ladder (mentioned above in the Turntable ladder section).

Hydraulic platforms (articulated or not) may still have a ladder arrangement fitted to the arm,

primarily as an emergency measure. In some jurisdictions these can be denoted ladder

platforms. Most hydraulic platforms are designed to reach a height of around 33 metres (100

feet), although larger models are capable of reaching heights of over 100 metres (328 feet).

Many hydraulic platforms are fitted with additional equipment in the platform itself, which

can include a control panel, lighting equipment, a fixed water outlet or monitor, power outlets

or compressed air outlets (allowing the fixing of rescue equipment, such as the jaws of life).
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Many platforms are also adapted or capable of carrying a stretcher. Some units have video

systems and remote control in case of dangerous chemical fires.

Some hydraulic platforms might also be designated as a quad or quint engine, as it is capable

of performing multiple tasks (pump, water tank, fire hose, aerial device, and ground ladders)

6.Aerial water towers

In some instances, fire departments may have a specialised aerial water tower, the purpose of

which is to deploy an elevated master stream of water, although it does not provide any

access for firefighters. In most departments, this function is now performed by a hydraulic

platform or turntable ladder, so this type of appliance is quite rare, and most examples of this

type of unit are historical. The historical units of this type were usually manually or

mechanically raised and lowered using friction drums or ratchet mechanisms.

7. Water tenders

A water tender, which can also be known as a tanker truck or water bowser is a specialist fire

appliance with the primary purpose of transporting large amounts of water to a scene. These

are especially useful in rural areas where fire hydrants are not readily available.

Most tenders have an on-board pumping system. This pump is often not of sufficient power

to fight fires (as it is designed to be attached to a fire engine), but is more often used to draw

water in to the tender from hydrants or other water sources. In some areas, the tenders are

used to pump water during floods, and may be fitted with a heavier duty pump for this

purpose.

Most water tenders are designed to carry loads of 1000 gallons (approx. 3800 litres) or more.

In the US, 1000 gallons is the requirement in the NFPA standards. Some may carry up to or

even upwards of 5000 gallons (more than 20 000 litres) of water - with a trailer even more .

8. Wildlandfire appliances

In heavily forested areas, a special kind of fire truck known as a brush truck is used. They are

usually trucks with off-road capabilities for traversing rough terrain in order to reach the fire.
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9. Airport crash tender

An airport crash tender is a fire engine designed for use at aerodromes and airports in aircraft

accidents. The features include a good acceleration, ability to move on rough terrains outside

the runway and airport area, large water capacity, foam tank, a high-capacity pump, and

water/foam monitors with a good throw distance. Newer AR-FF vehicles also incorporate

Twin Agent nozzles/injection systems to inject a stream of Purple-K dry chemical into the

AFFF foam stream "knocking-down" the fire faster. Some also have Halotrontanks with

handlines for situations that require a clean agent to be utilized. These features give the

airport crash tenders a capability to reach an airplane rapidly, and rapidly put out large fires

with jet fuel involved.

Some tenders have an elevated extended extinguishing arm called a Snozzle, giving a

possibility to raise a water/foam cannon into the height of approx. 10 - 20 meters. Some arms

have reinforced nozzles that can puncture through superficial structures of an aeroplaneto

fight a fire inside the fuselage. Airport crash tender using a puncture nozzle to spray inside of

an airframe. At bottom left is a closeupof the head of the nozzle showing the puncture nozzle

(top), a standard nozzle (bottom), a light and a thermal imager (left and right). Airport crash

tender using a puncture nozzle to spray inside of an airframe. At bottom left is a closeup of

the head of the nozzle showing the puncture nozzle (top), a standard nozzle (bottom), a light

and a thermal imager (left and right).

ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) has given standards and recommended

practices on rescue fire fighting categories of civil aerodromes . National aviation authorities

may have given even further requirements on aerodrome rescue and fire services.

The rescue fire services are based on a critical aircraft based on a statistical analysis of

movements (take-offs and landings) on the airport. The aerodrome category is based on the

size of the biggest aircraft taking a movement on the aerodrome. In addition, the number of

movements of the critical aircraft is calculated, and the category can be decreased by one if

the number of movements is lower than the standard describes. There are also minimum

category levels based on e.g. the number of seats in the critical aircraft.

Depending on the airport category, the standards determine the minimum number of rescue

fire-fighting vehicles. In addition, requirements are given on the water and foam capacities,
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discharge rates for foam solutions, and minimum dry chemical powder (complementary

agent) amounts, reserve stocks of fire fighting agents, ability to operate on rough terrain, and

acceleration of the air crash tenders. The end of each runway has to be achieved in a response

time of two minutes, and any part of the movement area has to be achieved in a response time

not exceeding three minutes.

10. Rescue Unit

A heavy rescue vehicle, often referred to as a rescue company, rescue squad, technical rescue,

heavy rescue, or simply, fire engine is a type of specialty firefighting or EMS(Emergency

Medical Services) apparatus. Essentially giant toolboxes on wheels, they are primarily

designed for technical rescue situations such as auto accidents, rope rescues, swiftwater

rescues, or collapses.

NFPA (National Fire Protection Association in the U.S.) regulation 1006 and 1670 give

guidelines and regulations for the operation of heavy rescue vehicles and also state that all

"rescuers" must have medical training to perform any technical rescue operation, including

cutting the vehicle itself. In most rescue environments, fire department personnel conduct

rescue operations working hand-in-hand with medical personnel such as EMT or paramedics.

In addition to fire brigades and rescue departments, e.g. tram or railway companies may have

their own heavy rescue squads specialized to tram or train accidents. For example, railway

rescue squads may carry very specialized equipment for railway accidents like hydraulic

jacks with capacity for lifting locomotives or even move them horizontally, and equipment

for tank car accidents.

11. Hazardous Materials Appliances

Some fire departments keep special appliances for dealing with hazardous materials, or

"HazMat". These are of several types, from those used to clean spilled oil on streets and

highways, to full decontamination units, designed to clean victims and rescuers of

contaminants after an incident.
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12. Logistical Support Appliances

Many fire departments operate a number of vehicles in specialised logistical functions. These

can be stand alone vehicles, or may be modular, such as with the use of a 'hookloader' system

Sometimes hookloadersare used for seldom-used equipment. A hookloader can load a

container very rapidly and act as a special unit with lower investment costs. For example, the

Helsinki Rescue Department in Finland has several hookloader trucks and more than 40

containers including a water container, a hose container, an oil destruction container.

Containers may also carry a command post, material for catastrophes, hoses and pumps for

forest fires, even field hospitals, or for example, high-power pumps.

12.1. Fireboat

Some fire companies that protect a body of water, such as a major city harbor, may utilize

fireboats to combat fires on watercraft and waterfront areas.

12.2. Aircraft

Fire companies may also employ airplanes and helicopters to attack fire from the air.

Such aircraft are fitted with large water tanks that drop water onto the fire.

13. Design and construction

Many fire appliances around the world are based on standard truck or lorry models, which are

upgraded to the specifications required by the purchasing department. In the United States, a

majority of fire trucks are specially designed from the chassis to the cab and body. This has

led to the use of the term custom fire truck, as opposed to a commercial chassis and cab.

Modifications a fire appliance might undergo include adjustments for higher durability,

removal of any speed limiter, and adjustments for long periods of idling at a higher

temperature. This may be accomplished by heavy duty suspensions, brakes, tires, alternator,

transmission and cooling systems. It is also usual to upgrade the capacity of the electrics of

the vehicle, in order to accommodate the use of additional electrical and electronic

equipment. Fire appliances have audible and visual warnings, to protect themselves from

traffic, and make themselvesseen to other units at an incident.
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In many countries, use of the audible and visual warnings affords the driver a degree of

exemption from road traffic laws (such as the right to exceed speed limits, treat red stop

lights as give way etc.) and may also infer a duty on other motorists to move out of the

direction of passage of the fire vehicle (or face possible prosecution).

14. Visual warnings

Visual warnings on a fire appliance can be of two types - either passive or active.

14.1. Passive visual warnings

The passive visual warnings involve the use of high contrast patterns. Older vehicles (and

those in developing countries) are more likely to have their patterns painted on, whereas

modern appliances often carry retro-reflective designs which reflect light from car

headlights or torches. Patterns include 'checker board' (alternate coloured squares,

sometimes called 'battenburg markings', named after a type of cake), chevrons

(arrowheads - often pointed towards the front of the vehicle if on the side, or pointing

vertically upwards if on the rear) or stripes (along the side - these were the first type or

retro-reflective devices introduced, as the original retro-reflective material came only in

tape form). In some countries, in addition to retro-reflective markings, vehicles are now

painted a bright yellow or orange, although in many other countries, red remainsthe

colour for fire engines.

Another passive marking is the word FIRE, RESCUE or local language variant spelled

out in reverse on the front of the vehicle. This enables drivers of other vehicles to more

easily identify an approaching fire service vehicle in their rear view mirrors. The

appliance may also display a telephone number which may be used to summon assistance,

along with the name of the operating department or station identifier.

14.2. Active visual warnings

The active visual warnings are usually in the form of flashing colouredlights (also known

as 'beacons' or 'lightbars'). These flash in order to attract the attention of other road users

as the fire appliance approaches, or to provide warning to motorists approaching a

stopped appliance in a dangerous position on the road. Common coloursfor fire warning

beacons are blue and red. The beacons can be made to flash, the original method was to
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place a spinning mirror which moves around a light bulb, called a 'rotating beacon'. More

modern methods include the use of strobe lights, which are usually brighter, and can be

programmed to produce specific patterns (such as a left -> right pattern when parked on

the left hand side of the road, indicating to other road users that they should move out

away from the vehicle). There is also the more widespread use of LED flashing lights as

they are low profile and low energy. More information on Emergency vehicle equipment.

14.3. Audible warnings

In addition to visual warnings, most appliances are also fitted with audible warnings,

sometimes known as sirens, which can alert people and vehicles to the presence of an

emergency vehicle before they can be seen. The first audible warnings were mechanical

bells, mounted to either the front or roof of the truck. Most vehicles are now fitted with

electronic sirens, which can produce a range of different noises. Fire service driving

training often includes the use of different noises depending on traffic conditions and

manoeuvrebeing performed. For instance, on a clear road, approaching a junction, the

'wail' setting may be used, which gives a long up and down variation, with an unbroken

tone, whereas, in heavy slow traffic, a 'yelp' setting may be preferred, which is like a wail,

but sped up. The speakers for modern sirens can be located in several places on the

vehicle, including being integral to the lightbar, or hidden in the grille. Some vehicles

may also be fitted with airhorn audible warnings. A number of North American fire

departments have returned to the 'acoustic' or 'air' traditional siren as its overtones help

the public 'locate' and avoid thefiretruck--the newer electronic signals disperse almost

pure tones which are hard to locate, especially in city 'canyons' of buildings.

A development is the use of the RDS system of car radios, whereby the vehicle can be

fitted with a short range FM transmitter, set to RDS code 31, which interrupts the radio of

all cars within range, in the manner of a traffic broadcast, but in such a way that the user

of the receiving radio is unable to opt out of the message (as with traffic broadcasts). This

feature is built in to all RDS radios for use in national emergency broadcast systems, but

short range units on emergency vehicles can prove an effective means of alerting traffic to

their presence, although is not able to alert pedestrians and non-RDS radio users.
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15. Additional equipment

Firefighters may also have a range of additional equipment available to them, which may

include:

 Two Way Radio - One of the most important pieces of equipment. Many services have

moved from traditional UHF/VHF sets, which can be monitored externally, to more secure

systems, such as those working on a GSM system, such as TETRA

 Mobile Data Terminal - Many appliances are fitted with Mobile Data Terminals (or MDTs),

which are connected wirelessly to a central computer, and enable firefighters to call up details

such as incident logs, maps of locations or exclusion zones.

 Evidence gathering CCTV - Some fire vehicles can be fitted with video cameras used to

record activity. They may also be fitted with sound recording facilities. This is used for the

protection of the crew (and evidence of any assaults or intimidation of the firefighters) or can

be used as evidence relating to the incident itself.

 Ramming pads - These rubberised pads are fitted to the chassis of the appliance, to allow the

vehicle to be used as a battering ram, or to push other vehicles off the road in an emergency.

16. Crew assignment

Engines are normally staffed with at least three people - an officer, a driver who usually

operates the pump, and a firefighter. Preferably, an engine will carry a second firefighter, to

increase effectiveness in safely attacking a fire. In some countries, such as Finland, an engine

carries the unit leader, an engineer and one or two pairs of firefighters . Since firefighting

takes places in a very hot and hostile environment with high risks, fire fighters work as pairs,

and at least one more pair of firefighters is needed on scene for the safety and shifting.

In the United Kingdom, firefighters are arranged in fire and rescue services - historically

known as brigades, and usually organised at county, city or combined level. These are

divided into either commands or areas, in some cases divisions, then stations, which range in

size but in almost every instance have at least one pumping appliance. In addition, general

purpose engine stations may have specialist vehicles such as turntable ladders, hydraulic

platforms, foam tenders, etc. The number of personnel at a station varies depending on the

number of applainces, and whether it is full time, day manned or retained. Generally, the
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crew of an average sized pump is around 5, but in any case it can be no less than four and no

more than six.

In cities of the United States, firefighters are generally deployed into fire companies

specializing in certain tasks. Most common are engine companies and ladder, or "truck",

companies. In addition, large cities frequently staff rescue companies. By definition, each

company is led by an officer (a captain or lieutenant) who commands several firefighters.

Staffing of fire companies varies by jurisdiction and frequently by company type. In large

cities, fire companystaffing may vary from as few as three to as many as six personnel. In

suburban and rural areas of the United States, the legal organization to which volunteers

belong is usually called a company; one company may operate several pieces of apparatus.

Duties of volunteers are often less specialized than those of city firefighters, because it is less

predictable who will be available for a given emergency, so more flexibility is needed.

In New Zealand the standard crew consists of four - the OIC, driver and two others. They are

numbered OIC,1,2 and 3, with the OIC in the front passengers seat and number 1 directly

behind them. number 3 is the driver. The crew has specific tasks in a water drill, decided by

where they are sitting. At call-outs, there may be five on an appliance, but only four have

allotted tasks with the fifth person being spare.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to learn:

 Fire Engines

 Water tanks constructions

 History

 Other uses

Definition/Overview:

Water tank: Water tanks are liquid storage containers; these tanks are usually storing water

for human consumption. The need for water tanks is as old as civilized man. Water tanks

provide for the storage of drinking water potable, irrigation agriculture, fire suppression,

agricultural farming and livestock, chemical manufacturing, food preparation and many other

applications...
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Key Points:

1. Water tanks constructions

Various materials are used for constructing water tanks: plastic, polyethylene, polypropylene,

fiberglass, concrete, steel (welded or bolted, carbon or stainless). Earthen ponds designed for

water storage are also often referred to as tanks.

Materials used in the manufacture of these water tanks: Chemical contact tanks of FDA and

NSF polyethylene construction, allows retention time for water and chemicals to be in contact

and mix. Ground water tank is made of lined carbon steel, it may receive water from a water

well or from surface water allowing a large volume of water to be placed in inventory and

used during peak demand cycles. Elevated Water Tanks by elevating the water tank, the

increased elevation creates a distribution pressure at the tank outlet of 1 psi per 2.31 feet of

elevation, thus a tank elevated to 70 feet creates about 30 psi of discharge pressure, 30 psi is

sufficient for most house hold requirements. The construction of water tanks begins with

application parameters, the type of material used and the design of the tank is dictated by

these variables:

 Location of the water tank (indoors, outdoors, above ground or underground)

 Volume of water tank will need to hold

 What the water will be used for.

 Temperature of area where water will be stored, concern for freezing.

 Pressure required to deliver water

 How is the water to be delivered to the water tank.

 Wind and Earthquake design considerations allow water tanks to survive seismic and high

wind events.

2. History

Throughout history, wood, ceramic and stone have been used as water tanks. These were all

naturally occurring and manmade and some tanks are still in service.

The Indus Valley Civilization (30001500 BC) made use of granaries and water tanks.

Medieval castles needed water tanks for the defenders to withstand a siege. A wooden water
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tank found at the Ao Nuevo State Reserve (California) was restored to functionality after

being found completely overgrown with ivy. It had been built in 1884.

Vertical cylindrical dome top tanks may hold from fifty gallons to several million gallons.

Horizontal cylindrical tanks are typically used for transport; this low-profile transport storage

creates a low center of gravity helping to maintain equilibrium for the transport vehicle,

trailer or truck. Hydro-pneumatic tanks are typically horizontal pressurized storage tanks.

Pressurizing this reservoir of water creates a surge free delivery of stored water into the

distribution system. There are many custom configurations that include various rectangular

cube shaped tanks, cone bottom and special shapes for specific design requirements.

A functional water tank/container should do no harm to the water. Water is susceptible to a

number of ambient negative influences, including bacteria, viruses, algae, changes in pH, and

accumulation of minerals. Correctly designed water tank systems work to mitigate these

negative effects.

Articles and specifications for Water Tank applications and design considerations: American

Water Works Association The AWWA is a reservoir of water tank knowledge; the

association provides specifications for a variety of water storage tank applications as well as

design. The AWWA'ssite provides scientific resources with which the reader will be able to

develop an informed perspective on which to make decisions regarding their water tank

requirements.

NSF International writes standards, inspects and confirms that manufactured products that

come into contact with air, food, consumer goods and water are suitable for human

consumption. The Food and Drug Administration approves materials for use in storing water

and food materials. Consult the Code of Federal Register for more details on water tanks.

3. Other uses

Space flight simulator use elaborate water tanks for the simulation of weightlessness. Water

tanks fabricated to resemble space craft interiors are suspended in large swimming pool like

environments, giving astronauts the feeling approximating zero gravity.

The Airline industry uses elaborate water tanks to simulate emergency water landings and the

performance of aircraft upon entry to the water.
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Architecture Dampening of highrise building movement by using a highly placed volume

water tank, the volume of water creates an inertia movement opposite to the building

movement, slowing the building's movement, sway

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to learn:

 Global access to water

 Technical overview

 Service quality

 Continuity of supply

 Water quality

 Comparing the performance of water and sanitation service providers

 Policy and regulation

 Regulatory agencies

 Geographical coverage

 Ownership and governance arrangements

 Costs and Financing

Definition/Overview:

Water supply: Water supply is the process of self-provision or provision by third parties of

water of various qualities to different users. Irrigation is covered separately.

Firefighting: Firefighting is the act of extinguishing destructive fires. A firefighter fights

these fires to prevent destruction of life, property and the environment. Firefighting is a

highly technical profession which requires years of training and education in order to become

proficient.

Key Points:

1. Global access to water

In 2004 about 3.5 billion people worldwide (54% of the global population) had access to

piped water supply through house connections. Another 1.3 billion (20%) had access to safe
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water through other means than house connections, including standpipes, "water kiosks",

protected springs and protected wells. Finally, more than 1 billion people (16%) did not have

access to safe water, meaning that they have to revert to unprotected wells or springs, canals,

lakes or rivers to fetch water.

2. Technical overview

Water supply systems get water from a variety of locations, including groundwater (aquifers),

surface water (lakes and rivers), conservation and the sea through desalination. The water is

then, in most cases, purified, disinfected through chlorination and sometimes fluoridated.

Treated water then either flows by gravity or is pumped to reservoirs, which can be elevated

such as water towers or on the ground (for indicators related to the efficiency of drinking

water distribution Once water is used, wastewater is typically discharged in a sewer system

and treated in a wastewater treatment plant before being discharged into a river, lake or the

sea or reused for landscaping, irrigation or industrial use

3. Service quality

Many of the 3.5 billion people having access to piped water receive a poor or very poor

quality of service, especially in developing countries where about 80% of the world

population lives. Water supply service quality has many dimensions: continuity; water

quality; pressure; and the degree of responsiveness of service providers to customer

complaints.

4. Continuity of supply

Continuity of water supply is taken for granted in most developed countries, but is a severe

problem in many developing countries, where sometimes water is only provided for a few

hours every day or a few days a week. It is estimated that about half of the population of

developing countries receives water on an intermittent basis.

5. Water quality

Drinking water quality has a micro-biological and a physico-chemical dimension. There are

thousands of parameters of water quality. In public water supply systems water should, at a
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minimum, be disinfected - previously through chlorination, now using ultra violet light - or it

may need to undergo treatment, especially in the case of surface water.

6. Water pressure

Water pressures vary in different locations of a distribution system. Water mains below the

street may operate at higher pressures, with a pressure reducer located at each point where the

water enters a building or a house. In poorly managed systems, water pressure can be so low

as to result only in a trickle of water or so high that it leads to damage to plumbing fixtures

and waste of water. Pressure in an urban water system is typically maintained either by a

pressurized water tank serving an urban area, by pumping the water up into a tower and

relying on gravity to maintain a constant pressure in the system or solely by pumps at the

water treatment plant and repeater pumping stations.

Typical UK pressures are 4-5 bar for an urban supply. However, some people can get over

8bars. A single iron main pipe may cross a deep valley, it will have the same nominal

pressure, however each consumer will get a bit more or less because of the hydrostatic

pressure (about 1 bar /10m height). So people at the bottom of a 100-foot hill will get about 3

bars more than those at the top.

The effective pressure also varies because of the supply resistance even for the same static

pressure. An urban consumer may have 5 metres of 1/2" lead pipe running from the iron

main, so the kitchen tap flow will be fairly unrestricted, so high flow. A rural consumer may

have a kilometreof rusted and limed 3/4" iron pipe so their kitchen tap flow will be small.

For this reason the UK domestic water system has traditionally (prior to 1989) employed a

"cistern feed" system, where the incoming supply is connected to the kitchen sink and also a

header/storage tank in the attic. Water can dribble into this tank through a 1/2" lead pipe, plus

ball valve, and then supply the house on 22 or 28 mm pipes. Gravity water has a small

pressure (say 1/4 bar in the bathroom) but needs wide pipes allow higher flows. This is fine

for baths and toilets but is frequently inadequate for showers. People install shower booster

pumps to increase the pressure. For this reason urban houses are increasingly using mains

pressure boilers (combies) which take a long time to fill a bath but suit the high back pressure

of a shower.
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7. Comparing the performance of water and sanitation service providers

Comparing the performance of water and sanitation service providers (utilities) is needed,

because the sector offers limited scope for direct competition (natural monopoly). Firms

operating in competitive markets are under constant pressure to out perform each other.

Water utilities are often sheltered from this pressure, and it frequently shows: some utilities

are on a sustained improvement track, but many others keep falling further behind best

practice. Benchmarking the performance of utilities allows to simulate competition, establish

realistic targets for improvement and create pressure to catch up with better utilities.

Information on benchmarks for water and sanitation utilities is provided by the International

Benchmarking Network for Water and Sanitation Utilities.

8. Institutional responsibility and governance

A great variety of institutions have responsibilities in water supply. A basic distinction is

between institutions responsible for policy and regulation on the one hand; and institutions in

charge of providing services on the other hand.

9. Policy and regulation

Water supply policies and regulation are usually defined by one or several Ministries, in

consultation with the legislative branch. In the United States the EPA, whose administrator

reports directly to the President, is responsible for water and sanitation policy and standard

setting within the executive branch. In other countries responsibility for sector policy is

entrusted to a Ministry of Environment (such as in Mexico and Colombia), to a Ministry of

Health (such as in Panama, Honduras and Uruguay), a Ministry of Public Works (such as in

Ecuador and Haiti), a Ministry of Economy (such as in German states) or a Ministry of

Energy (such as in Iran). A few countries, such as Jordan and Bolivia, even have a Ministry

of Water. Often several Ministries share responsibilities for water supply. In the European

Union, important policy functions have been entrusted to the supranational level. Policy and

regulatory functions include the setting of tariff rules and the approval of tariff increases;

setting, monitoring and enforcing norms for quality of service and environmental protection;

benchmarking the performance of service providers; and reforms in the structure of

institutions responsible for service provision. The distinction between policy functions and

regulatory functions is not always clear-cut. In some countries they are both entrusted to
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Ministries, but in others regulatory functions are entrusted to agencies that are separate from

Ministries.

10. Regulatory agencies

Dozens of countries around the world have established regulatory agencies for infrastructure

services, including often water supply and sanitation, in order to better protect consumers and

to improve efficiency. Regulatory agencies can be entrusted with a variety of responsibilities,

including in particular the approval of tariff increases and the management of sector

information systems, including benchmarking systems. Sometimes they also have a mandate

to settle complaints by consumers that have not been dealt with satisfactorily by service

providers. These specialized entities are expected to be more competent and objective in

regulating service providers than departments of government Ministries. Regulatory agencies

are supposed to be autonomous from the executive branch of government, but in many

countries have often not been able to exercise a great degree of autonomy. In the United

Statesregulatory agencies for utilities have existed for almost a century at the level of states,

and in Canadaat the level of provinces. In both countries they cover several infrastructure

sectors. In many USstates they are called Public Utility Commissions. For England and

Wales, a regulatory agency for water (OFWAT) was created as part of the privatization of the

water industry in 1989. In many developing countries, water regulatory agencies were created

during the 1990s in parallel with efforts at increasing private sector participation. (for more

details on regulatory agencies in Latin America

Many countries do not have regulatory agencies for water. In these countries service

providers are regulated directly by local government, or the national government. This is, for

example, the case in the countries of continental Europe, in China and India.

11. Service provision

Water supply service providers, which are often utilities, differ from each other in terms of

their geographical coverage relative to administrative boundaries; their sectoral coverage;

their ownership structure; and their governance arrangements.
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12. Geographical coverage

Many water utilities provide services in a single city, town or municipality. However, in

many countries municipalities have associated in regional or inter-municipal or multi-

jurisdictional utilities to benefit from economies of scale. In the United Statesthese can take

the form of special-purpose districts which may have independent taxing authority. An

example of a multi-jurisdictional water utility in the United States is WASA, a utility serving

Washington, DC and various localities in the state of Maryland. Multi-jurisdictional utilities

are also common in Germany, where they are known as "Zweckverbaende", in France and in

Italy.

In some federal countries there are water service providers covering most or all cities and

towns in an entire state, such as in all states of Braziland some states in Mexico In England

and Waleswater supply and sewerage is supplied almost entirely through ten regional

companies. Some smaller countries, especially developed countries, have established service

providers that cover the entire country or at least most of its cities and major towns. Such

national service providers are especially prevalent in West Africa and Central America, but

also exist, for example, in Tunisia, Jordan and Inrural areas, where about half the world

population lives, water services are often not provided by utilities, but by community-based

organizations which usually cover one or sometimes several villages.

13. Sector coverage

Some water utilities provide only water supply services, while sewerage is under the

responsibility of a different entity. This is for example the case in Tunisia. However, in most

cases water utilities also provide sewer and wastewater treatment services. In some cities or

countries utilities also distribute electricity. In a few cases such multi-utilities also collect

solid waste and provide local telephone services. An example of such an integrated utility can

be found in the Colombian city of Medelln. Utilities that provide water, sanitation and

electricity can be found in Frankfurt, Germany(Mainova), in Casablanca,Morocco and in

Gabon in West Africa. Multi-utilities provide certain benefits such as common billing and the

option to cross-subsidize water services with revenues from electricity sales, if permitted by

law.

14. Ownership and governance arrangements
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Water supply providers can beeither public, private, mixed or cooperative. Most urban water

supply services around the world are provided by public entities.

14.1. Private sector participation

An estimated 10 percent of urban water supply is provided by private or mixed public-

private companies, usually under concessions, leases or management contracts. Under

these arrangements the public entity that is legally responsible for service provision

delegates certain or all aspects of service provision to the private service provider for a

period typically ranging from 4 to 30 years. The public entity continues to own the assets.

These arrangements are common in France and in Spain. Only in few parts of the world

water supply systems have been completely sold to the private sector (privatization), such

as in Englandand Wales as well as in Chile. The largest private water companies in the

world are Suezand Veolia Environnementfrom France; Aguas de Barcelona from Spain;

and Thames Water from the UK, all of which are engaged internationally

14.2. Governance arrangements

Governance arrangements for both public and private utilities can take many forms.

Governance arrangements define the relationship between the service provider, its

owners, its customers and regulatory entities. They determine the financial autonomy of

the service provider and thus its ability to maintain its assets, expand services, attract and

retain qualified staff, and ulitmatelyto provide high-quality services. Key aspects of

governance arrangements are the extent to which the entity in charge of providing

services is insulated from arbitrary political intervention; and whether there is an explicit

mandate and political will to allow the service provider to recover all or at least most of

its costs through tariffs and retain these revenues. If water supply is the responsibility of a

department that is integrated in the administration of a city, town or municipality, there is

a risk that tariff revenues are diverted for other purposes. In some cases, there is also a

risk that staff are appointed mainly on political grounds rather than based on their

professional credentials. These risks are particularly high in developing countries.

Municipal or inter-municipal utilities with a separate legal personality and budget as well

as a certain extent of managerial autonomy can mitigate these risks.
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14.3. Tariffs

Almost all service providers in the world charge tariffs to recover part of their costs.

According to estimates by the World Bank the average (mean) global water tariff is US$

0.53 per cubic meter. In developed countries the average tariff is US$ 1.04, while it is

only U$ 0.11 in the poorest developing countries. The lowest tariffs in developing

countries are found in South Asia (mean of US$ 0.09/m3), while the highest are found in

Latin America(US$ 0.41/m3). Few utilities do recover all their costs. According to the

same World Bank study only 30% of utilities globally, and only 50% of utilities in

developed countries, generate sufficient revenue to cover operation, maintenance and

partial capital costs.

According to another study undertaken in 2006 by NUS Consulting, the average water

and sewerage tariff in 14 mainly OECD countries excluding VAT varied between US$

0.66 per cubic meter in the United States and the equivalent of US$ 2.25 per cubic meter

in Denmark. However, it should be noted that water consumption in the US is much

higher than in Europe. Therefore, residential water bills may be very similar, even if the

tariff per unit of consumption tends to be higher in Europe than in the US.

A typical family on the US East Coast paid between US$30 and US$70 per month for

water and sewer services in 2005. In developing countries tariffs are usually much further

from covering costs. Residential water bills for a typical consumption of 15 cubic meters

per month vary between less than US$ 1 and US$ 12 per month.

Water and sanitation tariffs, which are almost always billed together, can take many

different forms. Where meters are installed, tariffs are typically volumetric (per usage),

sometimes combined with a small monthly fixed charge. In the absence of meters, flat or

fixed rates - which are independent of actual consumption - are being charged. In

developed countries, tariffs are usually the same for different categories of users and for

different levels of consumption.

In developing countries, are often characterized by cross-subsidies with the intent to make

water more affordable for residential low-volume users that are assumed to be poor. For

example, industrial and commercial users are often charged higher tariffs than public or

residential users. Also, metered users are often charged higher tariffs for higher levels of
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consumption (increasing-block tariffs). However, cross-subsidies between residential

users do not always reach their objective. Given the overall low level of water tariffs in

developing countries even at higher levels of consumption, most consumption subsidies

benefit the wealthier segments of society. Also, high industrial and commercial tariffs can

provide an incentive for these users to supply water from other sources than the utility

(own wells, water tankers) and thus actually erode the utility's revenue base.

15. Metering

Metering of water supply is usually motivated by one or several of four objectives: First, it

provides an incentive to conserve water which protects water resources (environmental

objective). Second, it can postpone costly system expansion and saves energy and chemical

costs (economic objective). Third, it allows a utility to better locate distribution losses

(technical objective). Fourth, it allows to charge for water based on use, which is perceived

by many as the fairest way to allocate the costs of water supply to users. Metering is

considered good practice in water supply and is widespread in developed countries, except

for the United Kingdom. In developing countries it is estimated that half of all urban water

supply systems are metered and the tendency is increasing.

16. Costs and Financing

The cost of supplying water consists to a very large extent of fixed costs (capital costs and

personnel costs) and only to a small extent of variable costs that depend on the amount of

water consumed (mainly energy and chemicals). The full cost of supplying water in urban

areas in developed countries is about US$1-2 per cubic meter depending on local costs and

local water consumption levels. The cost of sanitation (sewerage and wastewater treatment) is

another US$1-2 per cubic meter. These costs are somewhat lower in developing countries.

Throughout the world, only part of these costs is usually billed to consumers, the remainder

being financed through direct or indirect subsidies from local, regional or national

governments

Besides subsidies water supply investments are financed through internally generated

revenues as well as through debt. Debt financing can take the form of credits from

commercial Banks, credits from international financial institutions such as the World Bank
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and regional development banks (in the case of developing countries), and bonds (in the case

of some developed countries and some upper middle-income countries

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Fire Streams

Discharge

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to learn:

 Fire Fighting

 History

 Fog nozzle

 Deluge Gun

 Roles

 Variations

 Pattern

Definition/Overview:

Fire Fighting: Essentials of Fire Fighting is a fire service training manual produced by Fire

Protection Publications (FPP) and the International Fire Service Training Association

(IFSTA). Fire Protection Publications is a department of the Collegeof Engineering,

Architecture, and Technology (CEAT) a division within Oklahoma State University (OSU),

in Stillwater, Oklahoma. This manual is used by fire service training agencies and

departments around the world to train personnel to become firefighters. The Essentials of Fire

Fighting is the required training manual used in countless local fire departments and

state/provincial training agencies in every region of the United States and Canada. The

manual is currently in its fourth edition with a fifth edition under production at the time this

article was written.
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Key Points:

1. History

In 1934, the Western Actuarial Bureau sponsored a meeting in Kansas City to begin the

process of gaining consensus on common training methods and techniques. State fire training

directors from Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, and Arkansasattended and the Fire Service

Training Association (FSTA) was formed. By its next meeting in 1935, 16 states were

represented and more joined every year there after. Oklahoma A&M College (OAMC) was

chosen to publish the manuals to be developed by the Fire Service Training Association. In

1935, two planographed, hardbound books were produced: Elementary Science Applied to

the Firefighting Service and Ladders. Eventually a total of ten topics were covered and

published in 1937. Because of their red covers, the fire service called them The Redbooks.

The ten original Redbooks were:

 Forcible Entry, Ropes, Knots, and Extinguishers

 Ground Ladders

 Hose

 Salvage and Overhaul

 Fire Streams

 Fire Apparatus

 Ventilation

 Rescue

 First Aid

 Fire Prevention and Inspection

In 1955, FSTA becomes the International Fire Service Training Association or IFSTA when

the first Canadian officials attend and participate. In 1957, OklahomaA&M Collegebecame

Oklahoma State University. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s IFSTA became more active in

the U.S.fire service. IFSTA was a participant in the Williamsburg meeting that led to the

formation of the Joint Council of National Fire Service Organizations. Everett Hudiburg,

director of IFSTA, was selected to chair the Joint Council and spearheaded the formation of

the National Professional Qualifications Board (Pro Board). The Pro Board developed

professional qualifications standards and a national certification system. The four original

professional qualifications standards adopted in 1974 included:
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 Fire Fighters

 Fire Officers

 Fire Inspectors and Investigators

 Fire Instructors

IFSTA realized that its products could be used to assist firefighters in achieving certification.

IFSTA manuals were then revised to ensure they covered the standards. It was apparent that it

would be impractical for firefighters to have to buy at least 10 manuals to meet the firefighter

certification requirements.

It was decided that a single manual should be developed to assist firefighters in achieving

certification, and thus the Essentials of Fire Fighting was born. Carroll Herring, director of

the Louisiana Fireman Training Program (now know as the Louisiana State University Fire

and Emergency Training Institute, is credited with recommending the title of Essentials of

Fire Fighting. The first edition of Essentials of Fire Fighting was published in 1977 and

subsequent editions have been published in 1983, 1992, and 1998. The next edition is

scheduled for publication in 2007. It has been published, and is much better then the old one.

Instead of teaching you stupid things like how to use a 2.2 SCBA, it actully has Jakes in

Black FDNY gear being all badass.

2. Fog nozzle

A fog nozzle is a firefighting hose nozzle that breaks the water that flows through it into tiny

droplets of water. The theory is that small droplets of water create more surface area than a

solid stream created by a smooth bore nozzle. The water absorbs the heat, turns into steam,

and displaces the oxygen, smothering the fire. With the increase of surface area, this job is

done quicker. Specially designed fog nozzles (with no stream adjustment) have been certified

by Underwriters Laboratories (UL) for use on Class B & C hazards.

3. Deluge Gun

A deluge gun, fire monitor, master stream, or deck gun is an aimable controllable high-

capacity water jet used for manual firefighting or automatic fire protection systems. Fire

monitors are often designed to accommodate foam which has been injected in the upstream

piping. Fire monitors are often fitted to fire boats and on top of large firetrucks for use in
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manual fire fighting efforts. Fire monitors are also used in fixed fire protection systems to

protect high hazards, such as aviation hangars and helicopter landing pads. Most apparatus-

mounted fire monitors can be directed by a single firefighter, compared to a standard fire

hose which normally requires several. Fire Monitors can also be automatically positioned for

fixed systems. They can pump up to, and sometimes over, 2000 gallons per minute (126 litres

per second).

4. Roles

Fog nozzles play an important part in firefighting tactics. These types of nozzles are very

versatile and can accommodate different sizes of fire hose and fire streams. They can be used

for protection and for fire attack. When given the appropriate nozzle pressure and water

supply, they are effective for any fire ground situation.

Fog nozzles are typically used with fire attack hand lines. Most hand lines are 1 1/2, 1 3/4,

and 2 1/2 diameter fire hose. The fog nozzle that will be used on each size of fire hose is

made to handle the maximum gallons per minute (GPM) rating that the fire hose can handle.

There are fog nozzles that are used with master stream appliances also. A master stream can

flow between 350gpm to 2000gpm. The fog nozzles placed on these types of appliances are

made to handle that high of flow rate. Even with that high of flow rate, these fog nozzles are

still made with spray pattern adjustments and in the automatic or manually adjustable styles.

5. Variations

Fog nozzles are made in different styles and sizes. The two styles to choose from are the

automatic fog nozzles and the manually adjustable fog nozzles. Both of these nozzles can be

adjusted for the gallons per minute a firefighter needs to do the job. The automatic fog nozzle

relies on a constant pressure at the nozzle. The firefighter can operate the open-close handle,

and the nozzle will adjust the rate of flow by itself. This will give the firefighter the best flow

rate with the given amount of water. The manually adjustable fog nozzle works differently.

On these types of nozzles there is a flow adjustment bezel around the tip of nozzle. Usually

the 60gpm (gallons per minute), 95gpm, and the 125gpm flow rate selection settings are on

the bezel; depending on the size of the nozzle. The firefighter can select one of these settings

before or after the nozzle is opened. Once one of these gallon settings has been selected and
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supplied with the appropriate pressure, the flow rate will remain consistent with the gallons

per minute selected.

6. Pattern

All styles of fog nozzles have a spray pattern adjustment. These nozzles can produce three

different types of streams; the straight stream, the narrow-angle cone, and the wide-angle

cone. Each of these types of streams is used for different purposes. The straight stream can be

used for long reach. The narrow-angle cone can be used for advancing an attack line into a

structure or the fire room. Protection and ventilation is the typical use of the wide-angle fog

pattern. These types of spray patterns assist the firefighter in accomplishing his or her fire

suppression efforts

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to learn:

 Discharge

 Aerial water towers

 Water tenders

 Additional equipment

 Catchment discharge

 Stream Discharge

 Submarine groundwater discharge

Definition/Overview:

Discharge: In hydrology, the discharge or outflow of a river is the volume of water

transported by it in a certain amount of time. It is contrasted with inflow. The unit used is

usually m/s (cubic meters per second, or cumecs). For example, the average discharge of the

Rhine river is 2200 m/s.
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Key Points:

1. Aerial water towers

In some instances, fire departments may have a specialised aerial water tower, the purpose of

which is to deploy an elevated master stream of water, although it does not provide any

access for firefighters. In most departments, this function is now performed by a hydraulic

platform or turntable ladder, so this type of appliance is quite rare, and most examples of this

type of unit are historical. The historical units of this type were usually manually or

mechanically raised and lowered using friction drums or ratchet mechanisms.

2. Water tenders

A water tender, which can also be known as a tanker truck or water bowser is a specialist fire

appliance with the primary purpose of transporting large amounts of water to a scene. These

are especially useful in rural areas where fire hydrants are not readily available.

Most tenders have an on-board pumping system. This pump is often not of sufficient power

to fight fires (as it is designed to be attached to a fire engine), but is more often used to draw

water in to the tender from hydrants or other water sources. In some areas, the tenders are

used to pump water during floods, and may be fitted with a heavier duty pump for this

purpose. Most water tenders are designed to carry loads of 1000 gallons (approx. 3800 litres)

or more. In the US, 1000 gallons is the requirement in the NFPA standards. Some may carry

up to or even upwards of 5000 gallons (more than 20 000 litres) of water - with a trailer even

more .

3. Additional equipment

Firefighters may also have a range of additional equipment available to them, which may

include:

 Two Way Radio - One of the most important pieces of equipment. Many services have

moved from traditional UHF/VHF sets, which can be monitored externally, to more secure

systems, such as those working on a GSM system, such as TETRA
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 Mobile Data Terminal - Many appliances are fitted with Mobile Data Terminals (or MDTs),

which are connected wirelessly to a central computer, and enable firefighters to call up details

such as incident logs, maps of locations or exclusion zones.

 Evidence gathering CCTV - Some fire vehicles can be fitted with video cameras used to

record activity. They may also be fitted with sound recording facilities. This is used for the

protection of the crew (and evidence of any assaults or intimidation of the firefighters) or can

be used as evidence relating to the incident itself.

 Ramming pads - These rubberised pads are fitted to the chassis of the appliance, to allow the

vehicle to be used as a battering ram, or to push other vehicles off the road in an emergency.

4. Catchment discharge

The catchmentof a river above a certain location is determined by the surface area of all land

which drains toward the river from above that point. The river's discharge at that location

depends on the rainfall on the catchmentor drainage area and the inflow or outflow of

groundwater to or from the area, stream modifications such as dams and irrigation diversions,

as well as evaporation and evapotranspiration from the area's land and plant surfaces. In

storm hydrology an important consideration is the stream's discharge hydrograph, a record of

how the discharge varies over time after a precipitation event. The stream rises to a peak flow

after each precipitation event, then falls in a slow recession. Because the peak flow also

corresponds to the maximum water level reached during the event, it is of interest in flood

studies. Analysis of the relationship between precipitation intensity and duration, and the

response of the stream discharge is mmm by the concept of the unit hydrograph which

represents the response of stream discharge over time to the application of a hypothetical

"unit" amount and duration of rain, for example 1 cm over the entire catchment for a period

of one hour. This represents a certain volume of water (depending on the area of the

catchment) which must subsequently flow out of the river. Using this method either actual

historical rainfalls or hypothetical "design storms" can be modelledmathematically to confirm

characteristics of historical floods, or to predict a stream's reaction to a predited storm.

5. Stream Discharge

The relationship between the discharge in the stream at a given cross-section and the level of

the stream is described by a rating curve. Average velocities and the cross-sectional area of

the stream are measured for a given stream level. The velocity and the area give the discharge
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for that level. After measurements are made for several different levels, a rating table or

rating curve may be developed. Once rated, the discharge in the stream may be determined by

measuring the level, and determining the corresponding discharge from the rating curve. If a

continuous level-recording device is located at a rated cross-section, the stream's discharge

may be continuously determined. In absolute terms, the greater the discharge of a river, the

more sediment it may carry. In relative terms the ability to carry sediments depends on the

settling velocity, the speed of the flow.

6. Submarine groundwater discharge

Submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) is the net inflow of fresh water through an aquifer

medium to the sea. Depending upon the hydrogeology, nutrient loads, and location, the SGD

may vary. It is greatly dependent on the tides. Especially in the estuary regions, SGD is more

relevant. It is important in groundwater hydrology and ocean hydrology

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Friction Loss Principles And Application

Required Pump Discharge Pressure

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to learn:

 Head in fluid dynamics

 Types of head

 Fresh water head

 Hydraulic gradient

 Hydraulic head in groundwater

 Atmospheric pressure

Definition/Overview:

Hydraulic Head: Hydraulic head is a specific measurement of water pressure or total energy

per unit weight above a geodetic datum. It is usually measured as a water surface elevation,

expressed in units of length, but represents the energy at the entrance (or bottom) of a
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piezometer. In an aquifer, it can be calculated from the depth to water in a piezometric well (a

specialized water well), and given information of the piezometer's elevation and screen depth.

Hydraulic head can similarly be measured in a column of water using a standpipe piezometer

by measuring the height of the water surface in the tube relative to a common datum. In both

cases, although the measurement is made at the water surface, the hydraulic head

measurement represents the total energy at the entrance (base) of the piezometer. The

hydraulic head can be used to determine a hydraulic gradient between two or more points.

Key Points:

1. "Head" in fluid dynamics

In fluid dynamics, head is the difference in elevation between two points in a column of fluid,

and the resulting pressure of the fluid at the lower point. Head is normally expressed in units

of height (e.g. meters), although some texts (incorrectly) refer to it in units of pressure such

as pascals (the SI unit of pressure). Head refers to the constant right hand side in the

incompressible steady version of Bernoulli's equation.

This is best understood by considering a waterwheel: the head is the vertical distance from

the top of the waterwheel to the free surface of the millpond.

More generally, when considering a flow, one says that head is lost if energy is dissipated,

often through turbulence; equations such as the Prony equation and the Darcy-Weisbach

equation have been used to calculate the head loss due to friction. In the context of steam

trains, one talks of a good head of steam, referring to the pressure in the boiler.

The static head of a pump is the maximum height (pressure) it can deliver. The capacity of

the pump can be read from its Q-H curve (flow vs. height).Head is used to describe the

energy in incompressible fluids. Head has units of distance and equals the fluid's energy per

unit weight. Head is useful in specifying centrifugal pumps because their pumping

characteristics tend to be independent of the fluid's density.

2. Types of head

There are four types of head used to calculate the total head in and out of a pump:

 Static head is due to gravitational force on a column of fluid.
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 Velocity head is due to the motion of a fluid (kinetic energy).

 Resistance head (or friction head) is due to the frictional forces against a fluid's motion.

 Pressure head is due to other mechanical forces acting on a fluid.

3. Components of hydraulic head

A mass free falling from an elevation (in a vacuum) will reach a speed

whenarriving at elevation z=0, or when we rearrange it as a head:

where

gis the acceleration due to gravity

The term is called the velocity head, expressed as a length measurement. In a flowing

fluid, it represents the energy of the fluid due to its bulk motion.

The velocity head, or total hydraulic head of a fluid is composed of pressure head and

elevation head. The pressure head is the equivalent gauge pressure of a column of water at

the base of the piezometer, and the elevation head is the relative potential energy in terms of

an elevation. The Head Equation, a simplified form of the Bernoulli Principle for

incompressible fluids, can be expressed as:

where

his the hydraulic head (Length in m or ft), also known as the velocity head.

ψ is the pressure head, in terms of the elevation difference of the water column relative to the

piezometerbottom (Length in m or ft), and

zis the elevation at the piezometer bottom (Length in m or ft)
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In an example with a 400 m deep piezometer, with an elevation of 1000 m, and a depth to

water of 100 m: z = 600 m, ψ = 300 m, and h = 900 m.

The pressure head can be expressed as:

where

P is the gauge pressure (Force per unit area, often Pa or psi),

γ is the unit weight of water (Force per unit volume, typically Nm−3 or lbf/ft),

ρ is the density of the water (Mass per unit volume, frequently kgm−3), and

gis the gravitational acceleration (velocity change per unit time, often ms−2)

4. Fresh water head

The pressure head is dependent on the density of water, which can vary depending on both

the temperature and chemical composition (salinity, in particular). This means that the

hydraulic head calculation is dependent on the density of the water within the piezometer. If

one or more hydraulic head measurements are to be compared, they need to be standardized,

usually to theirfresh water head, which can be calculated as:

where

is the fresh water head (Length, measured in m or ft), and

is the density of fresh water (Mass per unit volume, typically in kgm−3)

5. Hydraulic gradient

The hydraulic gradient is a vector gradient between two or more hydraulic head

measurements over the length of the flow path. It is also called the darcy slope, since it
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determines the quantity of a darcy flux, or discharge. A dimensionless hydraulic gradient can

be calculated between two piezometersas:

i is the hydraulic gradient (dimensionless),

dh is the difference between two hydraulic heads (Length, usually in m or ft), and

dl is the flow path length between the two piezometers (Length, usually in m or ft)

The hydraulic gradient can be expressed in vector notation, using the del operator.

6. Hydraulic head in groundwater

The distribution of hydraulic head through an aquifer determines where groundwater will

flow. In a hydrostatic example , where the hydraulic head is constant, there is no flow.

However, if there is a difference in hydraulic head from the top to bottom due to draining

from the bottom , the water will flow downward, due to the difference in head, also called the

hydraulic gradient.

7. Atmospheric pressure

Even though it is convention to use gauge pressure in the calculation of hydraulic head, it is

more correct to use total pressure (gauge pressure + atmospheric pressure), since this is truly

what drives groundwater flow. Often detailed observations of barometric pressure are not

available at each well through time, so this is often disregarded (contributing to large errors at

locations where hydraulic gradients are low or the angle between wells is acute.)

The effects of changes in atmospheric pressure upon water levels observed in wells hasbeen

known for many years. The effect is a direct one,an increase in atmospheric pressure is an

increase in load on the water in the aquifer, which increases the depth to water (lowers the

water level elevation). Pascal first qualitatively observed these effects in the 1600s, and they

were more rigorously described by the soil physicist Edgar Buckingham (working for the

USDA) using air flow models in 1907
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to learn:

 Metering pump

 Piston pumps

 Piston-driven metering pumps

 Single-Piston Pump

 Pumps used in high pressure chromatography

 Diaphragm and peristaltic pumps

 Possible problems

 Discharge

 Catchment discharge

 Stream Discharge

 Submarine groundwater discharge

Definition/Overview:

Metering pump: A Metering pump is a pump used to pump liquids at adjustable flow rates

which are precise when averaged over time. Delivery of fluids in precise adjustable flow rates

is sometimes called metering. The term "metering pump" is based on the application or use

rather than the exact kind of pump used, although a couple types of pumps are far more

suitable than most other types of pumps.

Key Points:

1. Metering pump

Although metering pumps can pump water, they are often used to pump chemicals, solutions,

or other liquids. Many metering pumps are rated to be able to pump into a high discharge

pressure. They are typically made to meter at flow rates which are practically constant (when

averaged over time) within a wide range of discharge (outlet) pressure. Manufacturers

provide each of their models of metering pumps with a maximum discharge pressure rating

against which each model is guaranteed to be able to pump against. An engineer, designer, or

user should ensure that the pressure and temperature ratings and wetted pump materials are

compatible for the application and the type of liquid being pumped.
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Most metering pumps have a pump head and a motor. The liquid being pumped goes through

the pump head, entering through an inlet line and leaving through an outlet line. The motor is

commonly an electric motor which drives the pump head.

2. Piston pumps

Many metering pumps are piston-driven. Piston pumps are positive displacement pumps

which can be designed to pump at practically constant flow rates (averaged over time) against

a wide range of discharge pressure, including high discharge pressures of thousands of psi.

2.1. Piston-driven metering pumps

Piston-driven metering pumps commonly work as follows: There is a piston (sometimes

called plunger), typically cylindrical, which can go in and out of a correspondingly

shaped chamber in the pump head. The inlet and outlet lines are joined to the piston

chamber. There are two check valves, often ball check valves, attached to the pump head,

one at the inlet line and the other at the outlet line. The inlet valve allows flow from the

inlet line to the piston chamber, but not in the reverse direction. The outlet valve allows

flow from the chamber to the outlet line, but not in reverse. The motor repeatedly moves

the piston into and out of the piston chamber, causing the volume of the chamber to

repeatedly become smaller and larger.

When the piston moves out, a vacuum is created. Low pressure in the chamber causes

liquid to enter and fill the chamber through the inlet check valve, but higher pressure at

the outlet causes the outlet valve to shut. Then when the piston moves in, it pressurizes

the liquid in the chamber. High pressure in the chamber causes the inlet valve to shut and

forces the outlet valve to open, forcing liquid out at the outlet. These alternating suction

and discharge strokes are repeated over and over to meter the liquid. In back of the

chamber, there is packing around the piston or a doughnut-shaped seal with a toroid-

shaped sphincter-like spring inside compressing the seal around the piston. This holds the

fluid pressure when the piston slides in and out and makes the pump leak-tight. The

packing or seals can wear out after prolonged use and can be replaced. The metering rate

can be adjusted by varying the strokelengthby which the piston moves back and forth or

varying the speed of the piston motion.
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2.2. Single-Piston Pump

A single-piston pump delivers liquid to the outlet only during the discharge stroke. If the

piston's suction and discharge strokes occur at the same speed and liquid is metered out

half the time the pump is working, then the overall metering rate averaged over time

equals half the average flow rate during the discharge stroke. Some single-piston pumps

may have a constant slow piston motion for discharge and a quick retract motion for

refilling the pump head. In such cases, the overall metering rate is practically equal to the

pumping rate during the discharge stroke.

3. Pumps used in high pressure chromatography

Pumps used in high pressure chromatography such as HPLC and ion chromatography are

much like small piston metering pumps. For wear resistance and chemical resistance to

solvents, etc., typically the pistons are made of artificial sapphire and the ball check valves

have ruby balls and sapphire seats. To produce good chromatograms, it is desirable to have a

pumping flow rate as constant as possible. Either a single piston pump with a quick refill is

used or a double pump head with coordinated piston strokes is used to provide as constant a

pumping rate as possible.

4. Diaphragm and peristaltic pumps

In order to avoid leakage at the packing or seal particularly when a liquid is dangerous, toxic,

or noxious, diaphragm pumps are used for metering. Diaphragm pumps have a diaphragm

through which repeated compression/decompression motion is transmitted. The liquid does

not penetrate through the diaphragm, so the liquid inside the pump is sealed off from the

outside. Such motion changes the volume of a chamber in the pump head so that liquid enters

through an inlet check valve during decompression and exits through an outlet check valve

during compression, in a manner similar to piston pumps. Diaphragm pumps can also be

made which discharge at fairly high pressure. Diaphragm metering pumps are commonly

hydraulically driven.

Peristaltic pumps use motor-driven rollers to roll along flexible tubing, compressing it to push

forward a liquid inside. Although peristaltic pumps can be used to meter at lower pressures,

the flexible tubing is limited in the level of pressure it can withstand.
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5. Possible problems

The maximum pressure rating of a metering pump is actually the top of the discharge

pressure range the pump is guaranteed to pump against at a reasonably controllable flow rate.

The pump itself is a pressurizing device often capable of exceeding its pressure rating,

although not guaranteed to. For this reason, if there is any stop valve downstream of the

pump, a pressure relief valve should be placed in between to prevent overpressuring of the

tubing or piping line in case the stop valve is inadvertently shut while the pump is running.

The relief valve setting should be below the maximum pressure rating that the piping, tubing,

or any other components there could withstand.

Liquids are only very slightly compressible. This property of liquids lets metering pumps

discharge liquids at high pressure. Since a liquid can be only slightly compressed during a

discharge stroke, it is forced out of the pump head. Gases are much more compressible.

Metering pumps are not good at pumping gases. Sometimes, a metering or similar pump has

to be primed before operation, i. e. the pump head filled with the liquid to be pumped. When

gas bubbles enter a pump head, the compression motion compresses the gas but has a hard

time forcing it out of the pump head. The pump may stop pumping liquid with gas bubbles in

the pump head even though mechanically the pump is going through the motions, repeatedly

compressing and decompressing the bubbles. To prevent this type of "vapor lock",

chromatography solvents are often degassed before pumping.

If the pressure at the outlet is lower than the pressure at the inlet and remains that way in spite

of the pumping, then this pressure difference opens both check valves simultaneously and the

liquid flows through the pump head uncontrollably from inlet to outlet. This can happen

whether the pump is working or not. This situation can avoided by placing a correctly-rated

positive pressure differential check valve downstream of the pump. Such a valve will only

open if a minimum rated pressure differential across the valve is exceeded, something which

most high pressure metering pumps can easily exceed.

6. Discharge

In hydrology, the discharge or outflow of a river is the volume of water transported by it in a

certain amount of time. It is contrasted with inflow. The unit used is usually m/s (cubic
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meters per second, or cumecs). For example, the average discharge of the Rhine riveris 2200

m/s.

7. Catchment discharge

The catchmentof a river above a certain location is determined by the surface area of all land

which drains toward the river from above that point. The river's discharge at that location

depends on the rainfall on the catchmentor drainage area and the inflow or outflow of

groundwater to or from the area, stream modifications such as dams and irrigation diversions,

as well as evaporation and evapotranspiration from the area's land and plant surfaces. In

storm hydrology an important consideration is the stream's discharge hydrograph, a record of

how the discharge varies over time after a precipitation event. The stream rises to a peak flow

after each precipitation event, then falls in a slow recession. Because the peak flow also

corresponds to the maximum water level reached during the event, it is of interest in flood

studies. Analysis of the relationship between precipitation intensity and duration, and the

response of the stream discharge is mmm by the concept of the unit hydrograph which

represents the response of stream discharge over time to the application of a hypothetical

"unit" amount and duration of rain, for example 1 cm over the entire catchment for a period

of one hour. This represents a certain volume of water (depending on the area of the

catchment) which must subsequently flow out of the river. Using this method either actual

historical rainfalls or hypothetical "design storms" can be modelledmathematically to confirm

characteristics of historical floods, or to predict a stream's reaction to a predited storm.

8. Stream Discharge

The relationship between the discharge in the stream at a given cross-section and the level of

the stream is described by a rating curve. Average velocities and the cross-sectional area of

the stream are measured for a given stream level. The velocity and the area give the discharge

for that level. After measurements are made for several different levels, a rating table or

rating curve may be developed. Once rated, the discharge in the stream may be determined by

measuring the level, and determining the corresponding discharge from the rating curve. If a

continuous level-recording device is located at a rated cross-section, the stream's discharge

may be continuously determined. In absolute terms, the greater the discharge of a river, the

more sediment it may carry. In relative terms the ability to carry sediments depends on the

settling velocity, the speed of the flow.
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9. Submarine groundwater discharge

Submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) is the net inflow of fresh water through an aquifer

medium to the sea. Depending upon the hydrogeology, nutrient loads, and location, the SGD

may vary. It is greatly dependent on the tides. Especially in the estuary regions, SGD is more

relevant. It is important in groundwater hydrology and ocean hydrology.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Unusual And Complex Problems

Pump Capacity And Drafting Operations

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to learn:

 Fire fighting

 Fire prevention

 Model building

 Hazardous Materials Appliances

 Logistical Support Appliances

 Passive visual warnings

 Active visual warnings

 Audible warnings

 Additional equipment

 Campbell Shopping Complex fire inferno

 Sawtooth Complex fire

Definition/Overview:

Fire fighting: Fire fighting services are provided in most developed areas to extinguish or

contain uncontrolled fires. Trained firefighters use fire trucks, water supply resources such as

water mains and fire hydrants or they might use A and B class foam depending on what is

feeding the fire. An array of other equipment to combat the spread of fires.
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Fire prevention: Fire prevention is intended to reduce sources of ignition, and is partially

focused on programs to educate people from starting fires. Buildings, especially schools and

tall buildings, often conduct fire drills to inform and prepare citizens on how to react to a

building fire. Purposely starting destructive fires constitutes arson and is a criminal offense in

most jurisdictions.

Model building: Model building codes require passive fire protection and active fire

protection systems to minimize damage resulting from a fire. The most common form of

active fire protection is fire sprinklers. To maximize passive fire protection of buildings,

building materials and furnishings in most developed countries are tested for fire-resistance,

combustibility and flammability. Upholstery, carpeting and plastics used in vehicles and

vessels are also tested.

Key Points:

1. Hazardous Materials Appliances

Some fire departments keep special appliances for dealing with hazardous materials, or

"HazMat". These are of several types, from those used to clean spilled oil on streets and

highways, to full decontamination units, designed to clean victims and rescuers of

contaminants after an incident.

2. Logistical Support Appliances

Many fire departments operate a number of vehicles in specialised logistical functions. These

can be stand alone vehicles, or may be modular, such as with the use of a 'hookloader' system

Sometimes hookloadersare used for seldom-used equipment. A hookloader can load a

container very rapidly and act as a special unit with lower investment costs. For example, the

Helsinki Rescue Department in Finland has several hookloader trucks and more than 40

containers including a water container, a hose container, an oil destruction container.

Containers may also carry a command post, material for catastrophes, hoses and pumps for

forest fires, even field hospitals, or for example, high-power pumps.
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3. Design and construction

Many fire appliances around the world are based on standard truck or lorry models, which are

upgraded to the specifications required by the purchasing department. In the United States, a

majority of fire trucks are specially designed from the chassis to the cab and body. This has

led to the use of the term custom fire truck, as opposed to a commercial chassis and cab.

Modifications a fire appliance might undergo include adjustments for higher durability,

removal of any speed limiter, and adjustments for long periods of idling at a higher

temperature. This may be accomplished by heavy duty suspensions, brakes, tires, alternator,

transmission and cooling systems. It is also usual to upgrade the capacity of the electrics of

the vehicle, in order to accommodate the use of additional electrical and electronic

equipment. Fire appliances have audible and visual warnings, to protect themselves from

traffic, and make themselvesseen to other units at an incident. In many countries, use of the

audible and visual warnings affords the driver a degree of exemption from road traffic laws

(such as the right to exceed speed limits, treat red stop lights as give way etc.) and may also

infer a duty on other motorists to move out of the direction of passage of the fire vehicle (or

face possible prosecution).

4. Visual warnings

Visual warnings on a fire appliance can be of two types - either passive or active.

5.Passive visual warnings

The passive visual warnings involve the use of high contrast patterns. Older vehicles (and

those in developing countries) are more likely to have their patterns painted on, whereas

modern appliances often carry retro-reflective designs which reflect light from car headlights

or torches. Patterns include 'checker board' (alternate coloured squares, sometimes called

'battenburgmarkings', named after a type of cake), chevrons (arrowheads - often pointed

towards the front of the vehicle if on the side, or pointing vertically upwards if on the rear) or

stripes (along the side - these were the first type or retro-reflective devices introduced, as the

original retro-reflective material came only in tape form). In some countries, in addition to

retro-reflective markings, vehicles are now painted a bright yellow or orange, although in

many other countries, red remains the colourfor fire engines.
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Another passive marking is the word FIRE, RESCUE or local language variant spelled out in

reverse on the front of the vehicle. This enables drivers of other vehicles to more easily

identify an approaching fire service vehicle in their rear view mirrors. The appliance may

also display a telephone number which may be used to summon assistance, along with the

name of the operating department or station identifier.

6. Active visual warnings

The active visual warnings are usually in the form of flashing coloured lights (also known as

'beacons' or 'lightbars'). These flash in order to attract the attention of other road users as the

fire appliance approaches, or to provide warning to motorists approaching a stopped

appliance in a dangerous position on the road. Common coloursfor fire warning beacons are

blue and red. The beacons can be made to flash, the original method was to place a spinning

mirror which moves around a light bulb, called a 'rotating beacon'. More modern methods

include the use of strobe lights, which are usually brighter, and can be programmed to

produce specific patterns (such as a left -> right pattern when parked on the left hand side of

the road, indicating to other road users that they should move out away from the vehicle).

There is also the more widespread use of LED flashing lights as they are low profile and low

energy.

7.Audible warnings

In addition to visual warnings, most appliances are also fitted with audible warnings,

sometimes known as sirens, which can alert people and vehicles to the presence of an

emergency vehicle before they can be seen. The first audible warnings were mechanical bells,

mounted to either the front or roof of the truck. Most vehicles are now fitted with electronic

sirens, which can produce a range of different noises. Fire service driving training often

includes the use of different noises depending on traffic conditions and manoeuvre being

performed. For instance, on a clear road, approaching a junction, the 'wail' setting may be

used, which gives a long up and down variation, with an unbroken tone, whereas, in heavy

slow traffic, a 'yelp' setting may be preferred, which is like a wail, but sped up. The speakers

for modern sirens can be located in several places on the vehicle, including being integral to

the lightbar, or hidden in the grille. Some vehicles may also be fitted with airhorn audible

warnings. A number of North American fire departments have returned to the 'acoustic' or

'air' traditional siren as its overtones help the public 'locate' and avoid the firetruck--the newer
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electronic signals disperse almost pure tones which are hard to locate, especially in city

'canyons' of buildings.

A development is the use of the RDS system of car radios, whereby the vehicle can be fitted

with a short range FM transmitter, set to RDS code 31, which interrupts the radio of all cars

within range, in the manner of a traffic broadcast, but in such a way that the user of the

receiving radio is unable to opt out of the message (as with traffic broadcasts). This feature is

built in to all RDS radios for use in national emergency broadcast systems, but short range

units on emergency vehicles can prove an effective means of alerting traffic to their presence,

although is not able to alert pedestrians and non-RDS radio users.

8. Additional equipment

Firefighters may also have a range of additional equipment available to them, which may

include:

 Two Way Radio - One of the most important pieces of equipment. Many services have

moved from traditional UHF/VHF sets, which can be monitored externally, to more secure

systems, such as those working on a GSM system, such as TETRA

 Mobile Data Terminal - Many appliances are fitted with Mobile Data Terminals (or MDTs),

which are connected wirelessly to a central computer, and enable firefighters to call up details

such as incident logs, maps of locations or exclusion zones.

 Evidence gathering CCTV - Some fire vehicles can be fitted with video cameras used to

record activity. They may also be fitted with sound recording facilities. This is used for the

protection of the crew (and evidence of any assaults or intimidation of the firefighters) or can

be used as evidence relating to the incident itself.

 Ramming pads - These rubberised pads are fitted to the chassis of the appliance, to allow the

vehicle to be used as a battering ram, or to push other vehicles off the road in an emergency.

9. Campbell Shopping Complex fire inferno

The Campbell Shopping Complex fire was a major disaster in Malaysiawhich took place on 8

April 1976 at Jalan Campbell (now Jalan Dang Wangi), Kuala Lumpur. The entire shopping

complex including its 20 storey office tower block were completely destroyed in a fire. It was

Malaysia's first towering inferno and the worst fire disaster involving a highrisebuilding to
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date. The fire, which started at 10.30 pm, lasted for nearly 30 hours, claiming the life of one

victim, Yap Leong Hoem, 59, as well as the total losses of RM50 million. The cause of the

fire was an electrical short circuit.

The building was burnt for nearly 30 hours and fortunately, it did not collapse entirely as one

section of the podium had collapsed due to the intense heat. The building was only three

years old at the time of the blaze, having being opened in 1973 which was at that time Kuala

Lumpur's first highrise shopping complex. It was kept under repair and reconstructed for a

few years after the blaze before it was reopened to the public around 1979.

10. Sawtooth Complex fire

The SawtoothComplex fire was a group of wildfires in San Bernardino County in the U.S.

state of California in the summer of 2006. The Complex was made up of the Sawtooth,

Waters, and Ridge fires, and burnt in chaparral two miles (3.2 km) east of Yucca Valley.

The SawtoothComplex fire was started by lightning on July 9, 2006 at 8:30 am PDT. The fire

burned 61,700 acres (250 km) and destroyed 50 homes, 8 mobile homes, 13 garages, 171

outbuildings, 191 cars and pick up trucks, 3 R.V.s, 27 trailers, 2 railcars, 9 tractors. 12

residences were damaged. There were 17 minor injuries and 1 civilian fatality.

Residents of Pioneertown, Skyline Ranch, Pipes Canyon, Gamma Gulch, northern

MorongoValley, Burns Canyonand Rimrock were placed under mandatory evacuations.

Pioneertown is the site of several historic structures dating back to 1940s Hollywood film

production. While some buildings in Pioneertown were destroyed, the historic structures were

spared. At 5:00 pm PDT on July 14, the Sawtooth Complex fire merged with the Millard

Complex fire. The fire was 100% contained on July 18

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to learn:

 Types
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 Positive displacement pumps

 Roots-type pumps

 Reciprocating-type pumps

 Compressed-air-powered double-diaphragm pumps

 Application

 Specifications

 Pumps as public water supplies

 Pump Efficiency

 Pumping Energy

Definition/Overview:

Pump: A pump is a device used to move fluids, such as gases, liquids or slurries. A pump

displaces a volume by physical or mechanical action. One common misconception about

pumps is the thought that they create pressure. Pumps alone do not create pressure they only

displace fluid causing a flow. Adding resistance to flow causes pressure.

Key Points:

1. Types

Pumps fall into two major groups: positive displacement pumps and rotodynamic pumps .

Their names describe the method for moving a fluid.

2. Positive displacement pumps

Hand-operated, reciprocating, positive displacement, water pump in Koice-Ťahanovce,

Slovakia (walking beam pump).A positive displacement pump causes a fluid to move by

trapping a fixed amount of it then forcing (displacing) that trapped volume into the discharge

pipe. A positive displacement pump can be further classified as either

 A rotary-type, for example, the lobe, external gear, internal gear, screw, shuttle block,

flexible vane or sliding vane pumps,

 The wendelkolben pump or the helical twisted roots pump.

 The liquid ring vacuum pump
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3. Roots-type pumps

The low pulsation rate and gentle performance of this Roots-type positive displacement pump

is achieved due to a combination of its two 90 helical twisted rotors, and a triangular shaped

sealing line configuration, both at the point of suction and at the point of discharge. This

design produces a continuous and non-vorticulessflow with equal volume. High capacity

industrial "air compressors" have been designed to employ this principle as well as most

"superchargers" used on internal combustion engines.

4. Reciprocating-type pumps

Reciprocating-type pumps use a piston and cylinder arrangement with suction and discharge

valves integrated into the pump. Pumps in this category range from having "simplex"

onecylinder, to in some cases "quad" four cylinders or more. Most reciprocating-type pumps

are "duplex" (two) or "triplex" (three) cylinder. Furthermore, they are either "single acting"

independent suction and discharge strokes or "double acting" suction and discharge in both

directions. The pumps can be powered by air, steam or through a belt drive from an engine or

motor. This type of pump was used extensively in the early days of steam propulsion (19th

century) as boiler feed water pumps. Though still used today, reciprocating pumps are

typically used for pumping highly viscous fluids including concrete and heavy oils.

5. Compressed-air-powered double-diaphragm pumps

Another modern application of positive displacement pumps are compressed-air-powered

double-diaphragm pumps. Run on compressed air these pumps are intrinsically safe by

design, although all manufacturers offer ATEX certified models to comply with industry

regulation. Commonly seen in all areas of industry from shipping to process, SandPiper,

Wilden Pumps or ARO are generally the larger of the brands. They are relatively inexpensive

and can be used for almost any duty from pumping water out of bunds, to pumping

hydrochloric acid from secure storage (dependant on how the pump is manufactured -

elastomers / body construction). Suction is normally limited to roughly 6m although heads

can be almost unlimited.
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6. Application

Pumps are used throughout society for a variety of purposes. Early applications includesthe

use of the windmill or watermill to pump water. Today, the pump is used for irrigation, water

supply, gasoline supply, air conditioning systems, refrigeration (usually called a compressor),

chemical movement, sewage movement, flood control, marine services, etc.

Because of the wide variety of applications, pumps have a plethora of shapes and sizes: from

very large to very small, from handling gas to handling liquid, from high pressure to low

pressure, and from high volume to low volume.

Liquid and slurry pumps can lose prime and this will require you to prime the pump by

adding liquid to the pump and inlet pipes to get the pump started. Loss of "prime" is usually

due to ingestion of air into the pump. The clearances and displacement ratios in pumps used

for liquids and other more viscusfluids cannot displace the air due to its lower density.

7. Specifications

Pumps are commonly rated by horsepower, flow rate, outlet pressure in feet of head, inlet

suction in suction feet of head. Feet is the number of feet the pump can raise or lower a

column of water at atmospheric pressure.

8. Pumps as public water supplies

One sort of pump once common worldwide was a hand-powered water pump over a water

well where people could work it to extract water, before most houses had individual water

supplies.

From this came the expression "parish pump" for "the sort of matter chattered about by

people when they meet when they go to get water", "matter of only local interest". However

water from pitcher pumps are more prone to contamination since it is drawn directly from the

soil and does not undergo filtration, this might cause gastrointestinal related diseases.

Today, hand operated village pumps are considered the most sustainable low cost option for

safe water supply in resource poor settings, often in rural areas in developing countries. A

hand pump opens access to deeper groundwater that is often not polluted and also improves
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the safety of a well by protecting the water source from contaminated buckets. Pumps like the

Afridev pump are designed to be cheap to build and install, and easy to maintain with simple

parts. However, scarcity of spare parts for these type of pumps in some regions of Africa has

diminished their utility for these areas.

9. Pump Efficiency

Pump efficiency is an important aspect and pumps should be beregularly tested.

Thermodynamic pump testing is one method.

10. Pumping Energy

Energy needed to pump a given flow against a given head and pipe size, can be calculated

using this spread sheet. Various aspects of pumping energy usage are covered in Energy is

consumed by the pump, and also lost in the pipework and these must be considered

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Relay Operations

Fire Ground Hydraulics

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to learn:

 Relay

 Basic Design and Operation

 Types of relay

 Protective relay

 Overcurrent relay

Definition/Overview:

Relay: A relay is an electrical switch that opens and closes under the control of another

electrical circuit. In the original form, the switch is operated by an electromagnet to open or
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close one or many sets of contacts. It was invented by Joseph Henry in 1835. Because a relay

is able to control an output circuit of higher power than the input circuit, it can be considered

to be, in a broad sense, a form of an electrical amplifier.

Key Points:

1. Basic Design and Operation

A simple electromagnetic relay, such as the one taken from a car in the first picture, is an

adaptation of an electromagnet. It consists of a coil of wire surrounding a soft iron core, an

iron yoke, which provides a low reluctance path for magnetic flux, a moveable iron armature,

and a set, or sets, of contacts; two in the relay pictured. The armature is hinged to the yoke

and mechanically linked to a moving contact or contacts. It is held in place by a spring so that

when the relay is de-energised there is an air gap in the magnetic circuit. In this condition,

one of the two sets of contacts in the relay pictured is closed, and the other set is open. Other

relays may have more or fewer sets of contacts depending on their function. The relay in the

picture also has a wire connecting the armature to the yoke. This ensures continuity of the

circuit between the moving contacts on the armature, and the circuit track on the Printed

Circuit Board (PCB) via the yoke, which is soldered to the PCB.

When an electric current is passed through the coil, the resulting magnetic field attracts the

armature, and the consequent movement of the movable contact or contacts either makes or

breaks a connection with a fixed contact. If the set of contacts was closed when the relay was

de-energised, then the movement opens the contacts and breaks the connection, and vice

versa if the contacts were open. When the current to the coil is switched off, the armature is

returned by a force, approximately half as strong as the magnetic force, to its relaxed

position. Usually this force is provided by a spring, but gravity is also used commonly in

industrial motor starters. Most relays are manufactured to operate quickly. In a low voltage

application, this is to reduce noise. In a high voltage or high current application, this is to

reduce arcing.

If the coil is energized with DC, a diode is frequently installed across the coil, to dissipate the

energy from the collapsing magnetic field at deactivation, which would otherwise generate a

voltage spike dangerous to circuit components. Some automotive relays already include that

diode inside the relay case. Alternatively a contact protection network, consisting of a

capacitor and resistor in series, may absorb the surge. If the coil is designed to be energized

with AC, a small copper ring can be crimped to the end of the solenoid. This "shading ring"
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creates a small out-of-phase current, which increases the minimum pull on the armature

during the AC cycle.

By analogy with the functions of the original electromagnetic device, a solid-state relay is

made with a thyristor or other solid-state switching device. To achieve electrical isolation an

optocouplercan be used which is a light-emitting diode (LED) coupled with a photo

transistor.

2. Types of relay

2.1.Latching relay

A latching relay has two relaxed states (bistable). These are also called 'keep' or 'stay'

relays. When the current is switched off, the relay remains in its last state. This is

achieved with a solenoid operating a ratchet and cam mechanism, or by having two

opposing coils with an over-center spring or permanent magnet to hold the armature and

contacts in position while the coil is relaxed, or with a remnant core. In the ratchet and

cam example, the first pulse to the coil turns the relay on and the second pulse turns it off.

In the two coil example, a pulse to one coil turns the relay on and a pulse to the opposite

coil turns the relay off. This type of relay has the advantage that it consumes power only

for an instant, while it is being switched, and it retains its last setting across a power

outage.

2.2. Reed relay

A reed relay has a set of contacts inside a vacuum or inert gas filled glass tube, which

protects the contacts against atmospheric corrosion. The contacts are closed by a

magnetic field generated when current passes through a coil around the glass tube. Reed

relays are capable of faster switching speeds than larger types of relays, but have low

switch current and voltage ratings. See also reed switch.

2.3.Mercury-wetted relay

A mercury-wetted reed relay is a form of reed relay in which the contacts are wetted with

mercury. Such relays are used to switch low-voltage signals (one volt or less) because of

their low contact resistance, or for high-speed counting and timing applications where the

mercury eliminates contact bounce. Mercury wetted relays are position-sensitive and

must be mounted vertically to work properly. Because of the toxicity and expense of

liquid mercury, these relays are rarely specified for new equipment. See also mercury

switch.
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2.4.Polarized relay

A Polarized Relay placed the armature between the poles of a permanent magnet to

increase sensitivity. Polarized relays were used in middle 20th Century telephone

exchanges to detect faint pulses and correct telegraphic distortion. The poles were on

screws, so a technician could first adjust them for maximum sensitivity and then apply a

bias spring to set the critical current that would operate the relay.

2.5.Machine tool relay

A machine tool relay is a type standardized for industrial control of machine tools,

transfer machines, and other sequential control. They are characterized by a large number

of contacts (sometimes extendable in the field) which are easily converted from normally-

open to normally-closed status, easily replaceable coils, and a form factor that allows

compactly installing many relays in a control panel. Although such relays once were the

backbone of automation in such industries as automobile assembly, the programmable

logic controller (PLC) mostly displaced the machine tool relay from sequential control

applications.

2.6.Contactor relay

A contactor is a very heavy-duty relay used for switching electric motors and lighting

loads. High-current contacts are made with alloys containing silver. The unavoidable

arcing causes the contacts to oxidize and silver oxide is still a good conductor. Such

devices are often used for motor starters. A motor starter is a contactor with overload

protection devices attached. The overload sensing devices are a form of heat operated

relay where a coil heats a bi-metal strip, or where a solder pot melts, releasing a spring to

operate auxiliary contacts. These auxiliary contacts are in series with the coil. If the

overload senses excess current in the load, the coil is de-energized. Contactor relays can

be extremely loud to operate, making them unfit for use where noise is a chief concern.

2.7.Solid-state relay

A solid state relay (SSR) is a solid state electronic component that provides a similar

function to an electromechanical relay but does not have any moving components,

increasing long-term reliability. With early SSR's, the tradeoff came from the fact that

every transistor has a small voltage drop across it. This voltage drop limited the amount

of current a given SSR could handle. As transistors improved, higher current SSR's, able
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to handle 100 to 1,200 amps, have become commercially available. Compared to

electromagnetic relays, they may be falsely triggered by transients.

2.8.Solid state contactor relay

A solid state contactor is a very heavy-duty solid state relay, including the necessary heat

sink, used for switching electric heaters, small electric motors and lighting loads; where

frequent on/off cycles are required. There are no moving parts to wear out and there is no

contact bounce due to vibration. They are activated by AC control signals or DC control

signals from Programmable logic controller (PLCs), PCs, Transistor-transistor logic

(TTL) sources, or other microprocessor controls.

2.9.Buchholz relay

A Buchholz relay is a safety device sensing the accumulation of gas in large oil-filled

transformers, which will alarm on slow accumulation of gas or shut down the transformer

if gas is produced rapidly in the transformer oil.

2.10. Forced-guided contacts relay

A forced-guided contacts relay has relay contacts that are mechanically linked together,

so that when the relay coil is energized or de-energized, all of the linked contacts move

together. If one set of contacts in the relay becomes immobilized, no other contact of the

same relay will be able to move. The function of forced-guided contacts is to enable the

safety circuit to check the status of the relay. Forced-guided contacts are also known as

"positive-guided contacts", "captive contacts", "locked contacts", or "safety relays".

2.11. Overload protection relay

One type of electric motor overload protection relay is operated by a heating element in

series with the electric motor . The heat generated by the motor current operates a bi-

metal strip or melts solder, releasing a spring to operate contacts. Where the overload

relay is exposed to the same environment as the motor, a useful though crude

compensation for motor ambient temperature is provided.
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3. Protective relay

A protective relay is a complex electromechanical apparatus, often with more than one coil,

designed to calculate operating conditions on an electrical circuit and trip circuit breakers

when a fault was found. Unlike switching type relays with fixed and usually ill-defined

operating voltage thresholds and operating times, protective relays had well-established,

selectable, time/current (or other operating parameter) curves. Such relays were very

elaborate, using arrays of induction disks, shaded-pole magnets, operating and restraint coils,

solenoid-type operators, telephone-relay style contacts, and phase-shifting networks to allow

the relay to respond to such conditions as over-current, over-voltage, reverse power flow,

over- and under- frequency, and even distance relays that would trip for faults up to a certain

distance away from a substation but not beyond that point. An important transmission line or

generator unit would have had cubicles dedicated to protection, with a score of individual

electromechanical devices. The various protective functions available on a given relay are

denoted by standard ANSI Device Numbers. For example, a relay including function 51

would be a timed overcurrent protective relay.

These protective relays provide various types of electrical protection by detecting abnormal

conditions and isolating them from the rest of the electrical system by circuit breaker

operation. Such relays may be located at the service entrance or at major load centers.

Design and theory of these protective devices is an important part of the education of an

electrical engineer who specializes in power systems. Today these devices are nearly entirely

replaced (in new designs) with microprocessor-based instruments (numerical relays) that

emulate their electromechanical ancestors with great precision and convenience in

application. By combining several functions in one case, numerical relays also save capital

cost and maintenance cost over electromechanical relays. However, due to their very long life

span, tens of thousands of these "silent sentinels" are still protecting transmission lines and

electrical apparatus all over the world.

4. Overcurrent relay

An "OvercurrentRelay" is a type of protective relay which operates when the load current

exceeds a preset value. The ANSI Device Designation Number is 50 for an Instantaneous

OverCurrent (IOC), 51 for a Time OverCurrent (TOC). In a typical application the
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overcurrent relay is used for overcurrentprotection, connected to a current transformer and

calibrated to operate at or above a specific current level. When the relay operates, one or

more contacts will operate and energize a trip coil in a Circuit Breaker and trip (open) the

Circuit Breaker

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to learn:

 Hydraulic Brake

 Hydraulic fluid

 Composition

 Brake fluid

 Safety

 Trade names

 Aircraft hydraulic systems

Definition/Overview:

Hydraulic fluid: Hydraulic fluids are a large group of fluids used as the motive medium in

hydraulic machinery. Fluid types include synthetic compounds, mineral oil, water, and water-

based mixtures. The fluids are found in machinery and equipment ranging from brakes,

power steering systems, and transmissions to backhoes, excavators, garbage trucks and

industrial shredders. Hydraulic systems are very common in aircraft flight control systems.

Key Points:

1. Hydraulic fluid

Hydraulic systems like the ones mentioned above will work most efficiently if the hydraulic

fluid used has low compressibility.
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2. Composition

2.1.Base stock

Base stock may be any of: castor oil, glycol, esters, ethers, mineral oil, organophosphate

ester, polyalphaolefin, propylene glycol, or silicone.

2.2.Other components

Hydraulic fluids can contain a wide range of chemical compounds, including: oils,

butanol, esters (e.g. phthalates, like DEHP, and adipates, like bis(2-ethylhexyl) adipate),

polyalkylene glycols (PAG), phosphate esters (e.g. tributylphosphate), silicones,

alkylatedaromatic hydrocarbons, polyalphaolefins (PAO) (e.g. polyisobutenes), corrosion

inhibitors, etc.

2.3.Biodegradable hydraulic fluids

Environmentally sensitive applications (e.g. farm tractors and marine dredging) may

benefit from using biodegradable hydraulic fluids based upon rapeseed (Canola)

vegetable oil when there is the risk of an oil spill from a ruptured oil line. Typically these

oils are available as ISO 32, ISO 46, and ISO 68 specification oils. ASTM standards

ASTM-D-6006, Guide for Assessing Biodegradability of Hydraulic Fluids and ASTM-D-

6046, Standard Classification of Hydraulic Fluids for Environmental Impact are relevant.

3. Brake fluid

Brake fluid is a subtype of hydraulic fluid with high boiling point and low freezing point. It is

intentionally hygroscopic, so that it will absorb water which could otherwise cause corrosion

of brake system components.

4. Safety

Because industrial hydraulic systems operate at hundreds to thousands of PSI and

temperatures reaching hundreds of degrees Celsius, severe injuries and death can result from

component failures and care must always be taken when performing maintenance on

hydraulic systems. Fire resistance is a property available with specialized fluids.
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5. Trade names

Some of the trade names for hydraulic fluids include Durad, Fyrquel, Houghton-Safe,

Hydraunycoil, LubrithermEnviro-Safe, Pydraul, Quintolubric, Reofos, Reolube, and Skydrol.

6. Aircraft hydraulic systems

The use of hydraulic systems in aircraft almost certainly began with braking systems. As

aircraft performance increased in mid-20th century, the amount of force required to operate

mechanical flight controls became excessive, and hydraulic systems were introduced to

reduce pilot effort. The hydraulic actuators are controlled by valves; these in turn are

operated directly by input from the aircrew (hydro-mechanical) or by computers obeying

control laws (fly by wire).

Hydraulic power is used for other purposes. It can be stored in accumulators to start an

auxiliary power unit (APU) for self-starting the aircraft's main engines. Many aircraft

equipped with the M61 family of cannon use hydraulic power to drive the gun system,

permitting reliable high rates of fire.

The hydraulic power itself comes from pumps driven by the engines directly, or by

electrically driven pumps. Electric pumps can provide both redundancy and the means of

operating hydraulic systems without starting the engines, which can be very useful during

maintenance.

7. Hydraulic Brake

The brake pedal is a simple lever. One end is attached to the framework of the vehicle, a rod

extends from a point along its length, and the foot pad is at the other end of the lever. The rod

either extends either to the master cylinder (manual brakes) or to the vacuum booster (power

brakes).

The master cylinder is divided internally into two sections, each of which pressurizes a

separate hydraulic circuit. Each section supplies pressure to one circuit. Passenger vehicles

typically have either a front/rear split brake system or a diagonal split brake system.
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A front/rear split system uses one master cylinder section to pressurize the front slave

cylinders, and the other section to pressurize the rear slave cylinders. A split circuit braking

system is now required by law in most countries for safety reasons; if one circuit fails, the

other circuit can stop the vehicle.

The diameter and length of the master cylinder has a significant effect on the performance of

the brake system. A larger diameter master cylinder delivers more hydraulic fluid to the slave

cylinders, yet requires more brake pedal force and less brake pedal stroke to achieve a given

deceleration. A smaller diameter master cylinder has the opposite effect.

A master cylinder may also use differing diameters between the two sections to allow for

increased fluid volume to one set of slave cylinders or the other.

The vacuum booster or vacuum servo is used in most modern hydraulic brake systems. The

vacuum booster is attached between the master cylinder and the brake pedal and multiplies

the braking force applied by the driver. These units consist of a hollow housing with a

movable rubber diaphragm across the center, creating two chambers. When attached to the

low-pressure portion of the throttle body or intake manifold of the engine, the pressure in

both chambers of the unit is lowered. The equilibrium created by the low pressure in both

chambers keeps the diaphragm from moving until the brake pedal is depressed. A return

spring keeps the diaphragm in the starting position until the brake pedal is applied. When the

brake pedal is applied, the movement opens an air valve which lets in atmospheric pressure

air to one chamber of the booster. Since the pressure becomes higher in one chamber, the

diaphragm moves toward the lower pressure chamber with a force created by the area of the

diaphragm and the differential pressure. This force, in addition to the driver's foot force,

pushes on the master cylinder piston. A relatively small diameter booster unit is required; for

a very conservative 50% manifold vacuum, an assisting force of about 1500 N (150 kgf) is

produced by a 20cm diaphragm with an area of 0.03 square meters. The diaphragm will stop

moving when the forces on both sides of the chamber reach equilibrium. This can be caused

by either the air valve closing (due to the pedal apply stopping) or if "run out" is reached.

Run out occurs when the pressure in one chamber reaches atmospheric pressure and no

additional force can be generated by the now stagnant differential pressure. After the runout

point is reached, only the driver's foot force can be used to further apply the master cylinder

piston.
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The fluid pressure from the master cylinder travels through a pair of steel brake tubes to a

compensator, which performs two functions: It equalizes pressure between the two systems,

and it provides a warning if one system loses pressure. The compensator has two chambers

(to which the hydraulic lines attach) with a piston between them. When the pressure in either

line is balanced, the piston does not move. If the pressure on one side is lost, the pressure

from the other side moves the piston. When the piston makes contact with a simple electrical

probe in the center of the unit, a circuit is completed, and the operator is warned of a failure

in the brake system.

From the compensator, brake tubing carries the pressure to the brake units at the wheels.

Since the wheels do not maintain a fixed relation to the automobile, it is necessary to use

hydraulic brake hose from the end of the steel line at the vehicle frame to the caliper at the

wheel. Allowing steel brake tubing to flex invites metal fatigue and, ultimately, brake failure.

A common upgrade is to replace the standard rubber hoses with a set which are externally

reinforced with braided stainless-steel wires; these have negligible expansion under pressure

and can give a firmer feel to the brake pedal with less pedal travel for a given braking effort.

Steel lines are preferred for most of the system for their rigidity. Any pressure induced

distortion in the lines results in less useful volume and pressure of fluid reaching the slave

cylinders, with reduced braking effectiveness
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